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Letter to Editors

The effect of potential therapeutic agents on QT interval in patients with COVID-19 Infection: The
importance of close monitoring and correction of electrolytes

The novel coronavirus, which had initially led to pneumonia of
unknown etiology in a series of patients in China’s Hubei province in
December 2019, has now precipitated a global health crisis [1]. With
the number of infected individuals rising across the globe, identification
of effective therapeutic strategies and management of their potential
side effects has become of paramount importance. In the absence of
solid evidence based on randomized controlled trials supporting a
specific treatment, many healthcare professionals have resorted to the
off-label use of different medications with a wide range of side effects.
Hydroxychloroquine, lopinavir/ritonavir (Kaletra), and azithromycin
are among these medications with anecdotal reports supporting their
effectiveness in the treatment of this infection. However, all three of
these medications are known to cause QT interval prolongation and
therefore increase the risk of sudden cardiac death [2–4]. Furthermore,
stress, fever, and electrolyte disturbance can make these individuals
prone to arrhythmia. Abnormalities in potassium and magnesium levels
are known to affect the QT interval [5]. Therefore, effective counter-
measures to manage QTc prolonging effects of the treatments used in
patients with COVID-19 infection could play a substantial role in the
final outcome of the disease.

Herein, in a retrospective observational study, we report on the
effectiveness of implementing the strategy of keeping potassium and
magnesium levels above 4 mEq/L and 3 mg/dL respectively in pre-
venting QT prolongation through supplementing these electrolytes in

13 patients diagnosed with COVID-19 infection according to positive
SARS-CoV-2 PCR results or typical chest CT findings treated with one or
a combination of these medications. On admission, baseline QTc as-
sessment was done and at the same time treatment for COVID-19 was
initiated unless QTc ≥ 460 ms. QTc was calculated using Bazett's for-
mula. The mean ± SD pretreatment QTc was 417 ± 22 ms. At the
same time baseline values for potassium and magnesium were mea-
sured and monitored in addition to providing supplementary doses of
these electrolytes throughout the treatment in order to keep their levels
above the mentioned thresholds suggested by the national protocol for
the treatment of patients with COVID-19 infection. The QTc intervals
were assessed every other day in order to monitor for QT prolongation.
After a week of treatment, the QTc increased by an average of 14 (95%
CI −7 to 35) ms, which was not statistically significant (Fig. 1). There
was no incidence of arrhythmia or sudden cardiac arrest among the
studied individuals.

Considering that our study had a minimum power of 80% for de-
tecting a QTc prolongation of ≥ 30 ms, our findings provide supporting
evidence for close monitoring and correction of the electrolytes during
the treatment of patients with COVID-19 infection, particularly in those
treated with medications that prolong the QT interval. We believe that
our preliminary data can pave the way for randomized controlled trials
investigating the efficacy of this intervention in a broader study po-
pulation.

Fig. 1. . Box plot of corrected QT interval before and after treatment in patients with COVID-19 infection.
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